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MINOAS SA, a major publishing house in Greece, was founded in 1952. Since its inception 
a collaboration with the most prestigious and well-established Greek authors of 
children’s books along with the publication of classic literature for children and for 
adults (Virginia Woolf, Hermann Hesse, Franz Kafka, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Charles 
Dickens, among many others) has made Minoas a prominent name and a specialist in 
the Greek readership concerning children’s books and classic fiction.

Nowadays MINOAS SA publishes 200 new titles per year, while is trading also 1,000 titles 
backlist by Greek and foreign authors that cover all areas and categories of publishing 
activity: books for children (illustrated titles, fiction for young readers, novelty titles, 
puzzles, reference books etc.), literature (Greek and translated fiction), non-fiction 
(history, current affairs, cookery, self-help, parenting), diaries, licensing products, 
e-books. Moreover, Minoas is very well experienced with licensed characters as we 
successfully cooperating with Disney since 1995, while with the recently concluded new 
deal, Disney entrust us the 80% of its portfolio. In the licensing category, our company 
used to have successful cooperations with Santoro, Entertainment-One, DreamWorks, 
Mattel, Marvel, Universal and Nickelodeon.

Our first priority concerning all published titles is their quality, pre-press as well as 
layout. We cooperate with experienced and well-known translators, editors and 
designers. We take great care of each step of the production process, from the paper 
choice to the printing and the binding. Our editions are praised for their quality and 
innovative layouts and our company has the business structure to launch innovative 
products as well as the flexibility to adopt at any change of priorities.

Be a star  |  Βe a genious

This is a series compiled of 9 books that teach kids how to become real stars in writing, mathe-
matics and vocabulary. It includes creative activities that help children with the school curricu-
lum. These are educational books for ages 4-8. 

• Hara Katsari is a teacher, an author of children’s and young adult fiction and educational 
books, as well as a specialist in educational planning and creative writing.

• In these books, kids can learn while having fun! 
• The creative activities, entertaining stories, fun colours and original exercises will help them 

to get familiar with school’s tough material!

Author: Hara Katsari  |  Illustrator: Niki Leonidou

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 4-8

Format: Soft Cover  |  Pages: 56  |  Size: 6 × 210 × 290 mm 

ISBN 978-618-02-1060-6 

ISBN 978-618-02-1062-0

ISBN 978-618-02-1061-3

ISBN 978-618-02-1063-7 

Contact us
Christina Filimonos
E-mail: c.filimonos@minoas.gr
Tel: +30 210 2711222
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The 4 seasons

Time is divided in four seasons. Everyone knows that! But why is this happening? What changes 
occur in nature from season to season? How do animals, plants and humans that live on our 
planet get affected by the changes that each season brings? In our books for the seasons, you 
can find all the answers!

• Hara Katsari is a teacher, an author of children’s and young adult fiction and educational 
books, as well as a specialist in educational planning and creative writing.

• In these books, kids can learn all about the different seasons, in a fun and creative way! 
While playing, drawing and painting, they gather interesting information and vocabulary 
about the weather, festivals, nature and its beautiful colours!

Titles: Summer days, Spring days, Autumn days, Winter days |  Author: Hara Katsari

Illustrator: Tzeni Karetsi  |  Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6

Format: Soft Cover  |  Pages: 48  |  Size: 21 x 29 cm

Flying and learning

This is a series compiled of 3 educational books covering nursery, kindergarten and preschool. 
It includes cheerful and comprehensive activities that will help children to easily conquer terms 
and skills required for their age and to fly with their own wings into the world of knowledge. 

• Hara Katsari is a teacher, an author of children’s and young adult fiction and educational 
books, as well as a specialist in educational planning and creative writing.

• Have fun while learning all about preschool! An easy, entertaining, creative and colourful 
way to develop your skills. You can draw, play and learn along with the most wonderful illus-
trations!

Author: Hara Katsari  |  Illustrator: Niki Leonidou

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6

Format: Soft Cover  |  Pages: 96  |  Size: 10 × 210 × 290 mm

ISBN 978-618-02-1783-4 ISBN 978-618-02-1784-1 ISBN 978-618-02-1785-8 

ISBN 978-618-02-1483-3

ISBN 978-618-02-1484-0

ISBN 978-618-02-1591-2

ISBN 978-618-02-1591-5
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Aesop’s fables

Aesop’s fables are educational, as much as they are full of imagination! The main characters are 
usually animals, that entertain the kids, while presenting to them some human characteristics 
and qualities, in order to help them progressively build their personality.

This is a series of 7 educational books that help children learn all about mathematics and spel-
ling. The books include activities filled with imagination so children can discover the magnificent 
world of knowledge. 

• Aesop, the most famous ancient fabulist and storyteller, is considered the creator of the 
literary genre we call parable or allegory. 

• Aesop’s mythology is educational and entertaining; children can learn and have fun with 
these beloved classic stories, that help them cultivate their imagination!

• Enjoy these classic tales by one of the most renowned authors of all times, combined with 
wonderful, modern illustrations.

• Eleftheria Varela is a teacher and an author, who has worked with children during all her life.
• A series of books that teach kids all about grammar and numbers in the most fun and co-

lourful way!
• The methods used are based on observation, imagination, initiative, creative thinking and 

confidence of the kids. An easy way to turn learning into an educational game!

ISBN 978-618-02-1390-4 

ISBN 978-618-02-1480-2

ISBN 978-618-02-1389-8

ISBN 978-618-02-1479-6

ISBN 978-618-02-1388-1

ISBN 978-618-02-1478-9

ISBN 978-618-02-1212-9

Titles: The fox and the stork, The mice and the weasels, The fox without a tail, The hare and the 
tortoise, The lion and the mouse, The fox and the crow, The ant and the grasshopper

Author: Aesop  |  Rendering: Rena Rossi-Zairi  |  Illustrator: Giorgos Doutsiopoulos

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-4  |  Format: Soft Cover 

Pages: 16  |  Size: 1 × 210 × 285 mm

Learning in a flash

Author: Eleftheria Varela

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 4-8

Format: Soft Cover  |  Pages: 72  |  Size: 6 × 210 × 290 mm

ISBN 978-618-02-1129-0 

ISBN 978-618-02-2083-4

ISBN 978-618-02-1130-6

ISBN 978-618-02-2084-1
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Little Mythology

A series of small books with the stories and adventures of the big heroes and gods from Greek 
mythology.

36 titles available

• George Konstantinidis is a writer and a musician. Sotiris Mitrousis is a professional graphic 
designer and an... amateur cartoonist. Their books are truly inspired by children’s stories 
and are bestsellers in Greece.

• A series of 36 books, that cover everything you need to know about mythology, gods, he-
roes, as well as their perks, soft spots and most funny stories!

• Kids will love these books with the most entertaining illustrations and will learn all about the 
Greek myths while having fun!

Creators: George Konstantinidis & Sotiris Mitrousis

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-6

Format: Soft Cover  |  Pages: 24  |  Size: 3 × 140 × 130 mm

ISBN 978-618-02-1512-0

ISBN 978-618-02-1520-5

ISBN 978-618-02-1524-3

ISBN 978-618-02-1518-2

ISBN 978-618-02-1522-9

ISBN 978-618-02-1526-7

ISBN 978-618-02-1517-5

ISBN 978-618-02-1521-2

ISBN 978-618-02-1525-0

ISBN 978-618-02-1519-9

ISBN 978-618-02-1523-6

ISBN 978-618-02-2126-8 ISBN 978-618-02-2128-2ISBN 978-618-02-2127-5 ISBN 978-618-02-2129-9

ISBN 978-618-02-2122-0 ISBN 978-618-02-2124-4ISBN 978-618-02-2123-7 ISBN 978-618-02-2125-1

ISBN 978-618-02-2118-3 ISBN 978-618-02-2120-6ISBN 978-618-02-2119-0 ISBN 978-618-02-2121-3

ISBN 978-618-02-1746-9 ISBN 978-618-02-1748-3ISBN 978-618-02-1747-6 ISBN 978-618-02-1749-0

ISBN 978-618-02-1742-1 ISBN 978-618-02-1744-5ISBN 978-618-02-1743-8 ISBN 978-618-02-1745-2

ISBN 978-618-02-1738-4 ISBN 978-618-02-1740-7ISBN 978-618-02-1739-1 ISBN 978-618-02-1741-4

ISBN 978-618-02-1527-4
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The journey of the line

Authors: Maria Daskalakis and Manos Tamiolakis  |  Illustrator: Nikos Giannopoulos

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 4-8

Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 44  |  Size: 13 × 235 × 267 mm

ISBN: 978-618-02-2074-2

When a still point decides to start moving, it stretches, it becomes a line, and it starts a journey. It tries 
to find where it belongs and to make friends. It goes through joys and disappointments and when the 
line reaches the hardest part of the journey, that’s where it starts feeling completely alone. It looks up 
to the sky and sees the sun, and that’s when it changes on the inside and on the outside…

• Maria Daskalakis and Manos Tamiolakis both work with children, they are full of creativity 
and were wondering what would happen to a line if it stretched, changed and started loo-
king for its own way. Their thoughts are accompanied by the awarded Nikos Giannopoulos’ 
inspired illustrations in this wonderful book.

• A book full of symbolisms, talking about everyone’s personal journey, our internal and ex-
ternal challenges and the changes we go through in order to reach life’s destinations. Is 
change what makes us complete?

12 titles available

Author: Ioanna Babeta  |  Illustrators: Thanos Tsilis, Irini Zeleskou  |  Translator: Maria Roussaki
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-8  |  Format: Soft Cover

Pages: 32-64  |  Size: 240 × 220 mm

In these wonderfully illustrated books children are introduced to the greatest fables of the Greek 
Mythology.

• Ioanna Babeta is a children’s books author and she has received a lot of honors and awards. 
She is a book and children’s literature expert!

• Have fun with beautiful, warm, modern illustrations and learn all about the Greek gods, he-
roes, and monsters! A book perfect for elementary school children who want to discover all 
about Ancient Greek Mythology!

Mythology series:
I learn all about Mythology

ISBN 978-618-02-1166-5

ISBN 978-618-02-1407-9

ISBN 978-618-02-1253-2

ISBN 978-618-02-1506-9
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A louse is not a pet

Author: Konstantina Armeniakou
Illustrator: Chryssa Spiridonos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book
Target Age: 2-6  |  Format: Hard Cover
Pages: 36  |  Size: 10 × 220 × 220 mm
ISBN: 978-618-02-1509-0

Author: Konstantina Armeniakou
Illustrator: Chryssa Spiridonos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book
Target Age: 2-6  |  Format: Hard Cover
Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 220× 220 mm
ISBN: 978-618-02-2002-5

Melina loves animals, but her parents will not let her 
have a pet. Thankfully, her friend Sophia has lice and 
if she gets one, she will finally own her own pet. But 
louse is not a well-behaved pet and, for sure, does not 
belong in a kindergarten…

• Konstantina Armeniakou is a kindergarten teacher, a linguist and an awarded children´s 
books author. Chryssa Spiridonos is a renowned illustrator, with a unique, marvelous, fun 
style!

• A series of 3 stories full of humor, imagination and mischief! These are the entertaining ad-
ventures of the students of Star City’s Kindergarten. 

• These books give answers to everyday issues that children may face. The wonderful stories 
and the fun, modern illustrations will make you love kindergarten and its small star-heroes!

My teacher can do anything! 

Sophia’s teacher can do anything! She can take care 
of the kids, do a puppet show, draw fabulously, do ex-
periments, stamp a pile of paper and so many other 
things! Perhaps she is not just a teacher! Could she be 
a fairy who chose to live in the magical world of kin-
dergarten?

An amazing surprise

Author: Konstantina Armeniakou  |  Illustrator: Chryssa Spiridonos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6

Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 220 × 220 mm
ISBN: 978-618-02-2314-9

A new teacher that speaks English is definitely an amazing surprise! And Eric loves surprises. 
However, the questions in his head bring huge clouds, rain and storms! Why should he learn 
English? And what if he forgets how to speak Greek? How many languages fit into our brain? 
Maybe if he transforms into a superhero everything will be easier…
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If I lose you, little elephant…
Author: Konstantina Armeniakou  |  Illustrator: Zafouko Yamamoto

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6

Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32  |  Size: 10 × 220 × 220 mm

ISBN: 978-618-02-2254-8

What if I lose you, little elephant? At first, I won’t believe it... Then I’ll get angry... I’ll be wondering 
what did I do wrong... I’ll be sad... But one day, after a while, I’ll say:

— OK, everything will be fine!

• Konstantina Armeniakou is a kindergarten teacher, a linguist and an awarded children´s 
books author.

• A wonderfully touching book about loss. It explains with a beautiful, simple, easy way how 
we can all manage and get through any type of loss, while making clear that everything we 
feel is normal and acceptable.

• Accompanied by modern, unique, sensitive illustrations, the little elephant’s story will touch 
everyone’s heart!

Author: Spyros Petroulakis  |  Illustrator: Nikos Giannopoulos

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6 

Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32  |  Size: 10 × 210 × 290 mm

ISBN: 978-618-02-2073-5

Attention, attention!

This fairytale should only be read by those who are not afraid of dragons and fire… and bubbles! 
Would you like to climb on the funniest dragon’s back for an exciting journey? Don’t be afraid. This 
dragon does not breath fire. What does it make? Guess what…

• Spyros Petroulakis is a multitalented, best-selling author in Greece.
• A beautiful book about friendship, diversity, and acceptance. It teaches kids how important 

to not judge a book by its cover, as well as give everybody the chance to get to know them 
and perhaps be friends!

• The fun and engaging illustrations create a dreamy environment!

The bubble dragon
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Grandma, I love you!

Grandpa, I love you!

Fluffy, I love you!

Mom, I love you!

Dad, I love you!

Author: Maro Theodorakis  |  Illustrator: Niki Leonidou
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32  |  Size: 8 × 215 × 295 mm

Author: Maro Theodorakis  |  Illustrator: Niki Leonidou
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32  |  Size: 8 × 215 × 295 mm

Author: Maro Theodorakis  |  Illustrator: Niki Leonidou
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32  |  Size: 8 × 215 × 295 mm

Author: Maro Theodorakis  |  Illustrator: Niki Leonidou
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32  |  Size: 8 × 215 × 295 mm

Author: Maro Theodorakis  |  Illustrator: Niki Leonidou
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32  |  Size: 8 × 215 × 295 mm

Grandma Maria, with her kindness, smiles and hugs, generously 
spreads her love. Her two grandchildren have a special bond with 
her, which grows stronger every day. A story full of affection and 
abundant wisdom, that kind of wisdom that teaches us that, no 
matter what, we must be close to the elderly when they need us, 
with respect and patience. 

When mom smiles, the whole house smiles! Because mom has 
a magic wand that changes everything and magically gives her 
affection and tenderness at every moment! Even when her little 
ones misbehave, she always has her arms open. Even when all 
the ice cream is missing from the fridge, then mom will still laugh, 
as she wants her children to laugh too. In joy, in sorrow, in the 
easy moments and in the difficult ones, mom is always there! 

Can a dad really smile more and frown less? Can he make time 
for his daughter and not let setbacks get in the way? Moments 
and habits change when she shakes the waters and demands 
his presence. A beautiful world unfolds around the strongest 
bond, that of father and daughter. A story full of tenderness and 
love about the warmest hug in the world!

Every grandpa shows his love in his own unique way. Grandpa 
George has the softest hug, is the best storyteller and he always 
has something nice to say to everyone. His grandson won´t miss an 
opportunity to be near him... One day he suggests that he moves 
in with them. Will he be able to convince him to leave everything he 
loves behind and go stay with them? A sweet story about uncon-
ditional love and the special bond a grandfather can have with his 
grandchildren.

Can a Sunday afternoon really change a puppy´s or a small kid´s 
life? Can a dog become an important member of a family? A smile, 
a hug, and a caress are enough for Fluffy! With the persistence and 
loyalty of little Nikos, the little dog begins its new life, teaching eve-
ryone how to share and be responsible. Care and responsibility 
look colourful in this tender story, reminding us that love for ani-
mals enhances the respect for life!

• Maro Theodorakis is a musician, a composer, a writer, and a teacher.
• A series of tender, sweet stories about family. Stories filled with empathy and unconditional 

love, that talk to us about the power of love and the strong family bonds and values. 

ISBN 978-618-02-1820-6

ISBN 978-618-02-0786-6

ISBN 978-618-02-1508-3

ISBN 978-618-02-1754-4

ISBN 978-618-02-2255-5
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The monster
Author: Vassilis Koutsiaris  |  Illustrator: Lila Kalogeri

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6 
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32  |  Size: 10 × 215 × 295 mm

ISBN: 978-618-02-1668-4

Every day I call my classmate Takis a “little monster”. His name is Dimitris, really, but most of our 
classmates call him Takis, which is something I started. Then I added “Tera” up front, and it be-
came “Tera-taki”, which means little monster. It was for fun, so we could get some laughs out of it! 

One day I decided to hide his favorite notebook. Before I put it in my bag, I opened it and had a 
look. In most of the pages he drew a kid and a monster. But the monster in the drawing doesn’t 
look like him at all…

• Vassilis Koutsiaris is a teacher and an awarded children’s books author.
• This book, with its wonderful illustrations, teaches all about bullying at school in an interesting 

and clear way. It approaches a really important issue for kids and their families.

Author: Maro Theodorakis  |  Illustrator: Chryssa Spiridonos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6

Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32  |  Size: 10 × 215 × 296 mm

ISBN: 978-618-02-1169-6

The life of little Leonidas changes when a precious gift him: inside a black-and-white piece of pa-
per, a tiny tangle-sibling is revealed. The big brother role puts him in dilemmas. Will it be a boy or 
a girl? Must he share his room? And what about mommy and daddy’s love? Will it grow bigger or 
smaller? 

• Maro Theodorakis is a musician, a composer, a writer, and a teacher.
• A tender story about empathy and the purest love: that of siblings!

My little tangle
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Author: Yota Alexandrou  |  Illustrator: Sandra Eleftheriou
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6  |  Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 32

Size: 10 × 215 × 296 mm  |  ISBN: 978-618-02-1096-5

Today my hands won an award and I a hug from Mrs. Rena. Her hug –the biggest prize– is a sea 
of yogurt. Cool, sweet, velvety. I calm down inside it. And then I make nice things. She’s like mom. 
Dad’s, again, is a big seesaw. Sometimes I kiss the flowers and sometimes I chase the clouds. But 
the embrace of Aunt Mary, who lives next to us, I can’t stand…

• Yota Alexandrou is a renowned author, teacher, actress and a coach. Sandra Eleftheriou is 
an awarded illustrator with wonderful, modern works!

• A story about the right of children on their body, the right to say no to kisses, hugs and 
touches they do not want, even if they come from familiar and beloved persons. A story 
about respecting children, their own free will and decisions.

• An important book, that helps kids understand respect and their right to themselves, com-
bined with fun, modern illustrations!

Only if I want to Oh, I turned green!
Author: Christina Apostolidis  |  Illustrator: Ioannis Skouloudis

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6

Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 36  |  Size: 10 × 235 × 267 mm

ISBN: 978-618-02-2004-9

Lately, Leoni’s best friend, Dimitris, is also playing with Sofia. Leoni is angry, but NOT jealous. She 
wouldn’t be jealous, of course! One morning, however, she wakes up to find that her skin is cove-
red in green spots! She has become like a giraffe, if of course giraffes had green spots instead 
of brown ones. Maybe, after all, what she feels is… jealousy?

• Christina Apostolidis works in the field of marketing. She started writing stories for children 
in 2012 to narrate them to her daughter. Some of her texts were commended by the Wom-
en’s Literary Society in 2021.

• A beautifully illustrated book that helps children recognize and handle their feelings of 
jealou sy, through a sensitive and original story.
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The Wolf and the ButterflyThe naughty hat
Author: Christina Apostolidis  |  Illustrator: Seraphim Stroubis

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6

Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 9 × 241 × 274 mm

ISBN: 978-618-02-1237-2

Author: Christina Apostolidis  |  Illustrator: Seraphim Stroubis

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6

Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 48  |  Size: 11 × 235 × 267 mm

ISBN: 978-618-02-1510-6

There once was a wolf like all wolves, spending his time preying on other animals. Until one day, 
while chasing a butterfly, he began to notice all those amazing things he had been passing by 
until then. For the first time he admired the forest from above and heard the song of the river. 
His new special friend had shown him that there was more to life than hunting.

Once upon a time, there was a magician who had a tall black hat to bring out bunnies and doves. 
But this hat liked to mess up the magic tricks, so the magician never knew what he was going to 
pull out of it. What will happen when the magician, angered by the hat’s misdeeds, throws it in 
the trash? How much disruption will it cause to whomever wears it on their head? Maybe, in the 
end, through the twists and turns, everyone will find what they are looking for?

• Christina Apostolidis works in the field of marketing. She started writing stories for children 
in 2012 to narrate them to her daughter. Some of her texts were commended by the Wom-
en’s Literary Society in 2021.

• The book is a beautifully illustrated story about unexpected friends that show us new per-
spectives and inspire us to stop and take a moment to appreciate the beauty around us.

• Christina Apostolidis works in the field of marketing. She started writing stories for children 
in 2012 to narrate them to her daughter. Some of her texts were commended by the Women’s 
Literary Society in 2021.

• An entertaining story for kids, with an arresting illustration, about how sometimes we can 
find what we need in situations that, at first, seem like a setback.
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Author: Ioanna Babeta  |  Illustrator: Lila Kalogeri
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 2-6  |  Format: Hard Cover

Pages: 32  |  Size: 10 × 215 × 296 mm  |  ISBN: 978-618-02-1365-2

Every morning all the children offer a flower to their teacher, Mrs. Rena. She is so sweet and beau-
tiful! She smiles and hugs them. Emilios, however, enters the classroom with his head down. He has 
no rose for her. What if Mrs. Rena thinks he doesn’t love her?

• Ioanna Babeta is a children’s books author and she has received a lot of honors and awards. 
She is a book and children’s literature expert!

• A sweet, beautiful story about how children act at school, how they learn to accept and ex-
press their feelings, as well as how they bond with each other and their teachers. 

• Little Emilios is full of love, creativity, curiosity and surprises! Discover his exciting story, 
along with the amazing illustrations.

A rose for my teacher

Author: Vassiliki Markakis
Illustrator: Zenon Zambakides
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book
Target Age: 7-11  |  Format: Soft Cover
Pages: 72-84  |  Size: 210 × 210 mm

Author: Vassiliki Markakis
Illustrator: Zenon Zambakides
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book
Target Age: 7-11  |  Format: Soft Cover
Pages: 72-84  |  Size: 210 × 210 mm

The ancient Greeks adored the olive from the twilight of 
history, and even in prehistoric times they used olives in 
medicine, cooking, religion and many other aspects of ev-
eryday life. Until today, scientists, botanologists, archae-
ologists and geologists have been trying to peel away 
the secrets of the olive and its uses in Ancient Greece.

In this book you will find out how the ancient Greeks 
used the olive, through paintings, activi ties and amusing 
texts... 

What do the goddess Demeter, ancient pizza, the port of 
Athens, measuring gold, the Peloponnesian war, Roman 
laws and ancient religious festivities have in common? 
Wheat and other cereal grains of course, which played 
such a crucial role in the lives of people in the ancient 
Greece and the whole Mediterranean!

In this book, through activities, amusing texts and imag-
es, you will find out how cereal grains were used in cooking, 
medicine, commerce, religion, war and many other aspects 
of everyday life...

• Vassiliki Markakis studied Art Management, Museum and Gallery Management, Internation-
al Relations and History of Art, in Greece and in the UK. She is a museum learning activities 
and education expert. 

• Let yourself be surprised by the facts, and the multiple ways the cereal grains and the olive 
were used in the past, many of which are still the same today!

Discovering ancient secrets:
Discovering the ancient secrets of the olive 

Discovering the ancient secrets of wheat

ISBN 978-618-02-1251-8

ISBN 978-618-02-1379-9
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20 titles available

• Wonderful adaptations of classic stories, beloved by people of every generation!
• The vivid and fun illustrations, along with the simple, engaging texts will make children fall in 

love with classic literature. Ideal for bedtime stories, as well as for kids to read on their own.

The diary of Anne Frank

Heidi

Don Quixote
Little Women

Author: Anne Frank  |  Adaptation: Maria Daskalakis
Illustrator: Nikos Giannopoulos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-8
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 235 × 265 m

Author: Johanna Spyri  |  Adaptation: Maria Daskalakis
Illustrator: Nikos Giannopoulos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-8
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 235 × 265 m

Author: Miguel de Cervantes  |  Adaptation: Maria Daskalakis
Illustrator: Thanos Tsilis
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-8
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 235 × 265 m

Author: Louisa May Alcott  |  Adaptation: Maria Daskalakis
Illustrator: Nikos Giannopoulos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-8
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 235 × 265 m

When Anne Frank’s family decided to go into hiding to es-
cape the German persecution of the Jews during World 
War II, no one imagined that they would stay away for more 
than two years. Living in a secret attic at the back of a 
building in Amsterdam, along with seven other roommates, 
thirteen-year-old Anne unfolds on paper thoughts, fears, 
hopes and dreams about her life and future.

Life was unfair to little Heidi who was orphaned by both her 
parents when she was very young. At one point, her mother’s 
sister couldn’t take care of her anymore, so at the age of 
five she sent her to her grandfather, who lived in the Swiss 
Alps. Grandfather was a strange man who lived isolated 
in the mountains and rarely went down to the nearest vil-
lage. Everyone considered him a savage and feared him. 
But when he met his granddaughter, he began to change. 
The kindness and purity of the girl awakened in him feelings 
that had been sleeping for years.

When the Spanish lord Alonso Quixada begins to read 
knightly novels, his mind floods with duels, wounds, chival-
rous acts and quarrels. He then changes his name to Don 
Quixote, and with his neighbor, Sancho Panza, as a knight, 
sets out to correct all sorts of injustices that were done in 
the world. Don Quixote, always in love with his Dulcinea, be-
comes entangled in a bunch of adventures between reality 
and fantasy and dedicates all his victories to her.

Four sisters learn to live in the middle of the war with their 
father being away to the front. With love as their weapon, 
they manage to overcome all the difficulties and setbacks 
that come to their way. Meg, responsible and serious, re-
places the mother when she is absent. Joe, a tomboy and 
writer, comes up with a bunch of stories. Beth, sweet and 
shy, hides among the scores of her piano, and Amy, small 
and lively, is hungry for action.

ISBN 978-618-02-1821-3

ISBN 978-618-02-1782-7

ISBN 978-618-02-1094-1

ISBN 978-618-02-1287-7

Classic Treasures
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The three musketeersMary Poppins

White FangThe selfish giant

Author: Alexandre Dumas  |  Adaptation: Maria Daskalakis
Illustrator: Nikos Giannopoulos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-8
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 235 × 265 m

Author: Pamela L. Travers  |  Adaptation: Maria Daskalakis
Illustrator: Nikos Giannopoulos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-8
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 235 × 265 m

Author: Jack London  |  Adaptation: Maria Daskalakis
Illustrator: Nikos Giannopoulos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-8
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 235 × 265 m

Author: Oscar Wilde  |  Adaptation: Maria Daskalakis
Illustrator: Nikos Giannopoulos
Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 3-8
Format: Hard Cover  |  Pages: 40  |  Size: 10 × 235 × 265 m

The young d’Artagnan leaves behind his poor home in Gas-
coni and begins to make his dream come true, to go to Paris 
and become a musketeer in the service of King Louis XIII. 
There he meets the three bravest musketeers of the Court, 
Athos, Porthos and Aramis, and they become friends. The 
four musketeers are tasked with protecting the honor of 
their queen and defending the kingdom with the motto: “All 
for one and one for all.”

The Banks family lived in the smallest house on the street 
with the cherry trees. Their lives seemed quite ordinary un-
til the moment the wind turned east and brought on their 
door the new nanny. Mary Poppins was anything but ordi-
nary. She had an uncle who whenever he laughed, swelled 
like a balloon and flied around the room, she could con-
verse with the stars and held an umbrella which had a par-
rot’s head on the rattan! Everything was going well, until the 
wind began to blow west...

How weak looked the gray wolf when he was born in a cave 
in the frozen forests of the North... However, he manages to 
survive, learns to hunt for his food and copes with the dan-
gers of wildlife. White Fang, however, falls into the hands of 
cruel people who force him to drag sleighs and participate 
in dangerous fights with other dogs. This wild creature had 
not known love until then. By the time he meets Scott, the 
young man who manages to tame his soul, offering him 
love and tenderness...

Do giants really have a heart? The giant of the story may 
have been selfish and cruel at first, he had forbidden chil-
dren to enter and play in his garden, but his heart melted 
when he saw a little boy trying to climb a tall tree. Then the 
snow melted in his garden. The hail was gone. The frost was 
lost. At last came the spring, which the giant had been wai-
ting for so long, and with it brought children... many children 
to play in his garden... The little boy, however, did not reap-
pear... 

ISBN 978-618-02-0927-3ISBN 978-618-02-1178-8

ISBN 978-618-02-1663-9ISBN 978-618-02-0956-3
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Detective Birdbrain The pad of a UFO

These books follow the adventures of a ten-year-old boy who is forgetful and absent minded, 
not a good student and has no talents, however he manages to solve mysteries! The pages are 
full of laughter and crazy situations. All the books of the series The pad of a UFO are based on true stories that are delivered with 

lively language. They depict everyday pranks and goofiness, which were described to authors 
by their students from Greece and Cyprus. 

• George Konstantinidis is a writer and a musician. Sotiris Mitrousis is a professional graphic 
designer and an... amateur cartoonist. Their books are truly inspired by children’s stories 
and are bestsellers in Greece.

• A series of 12 books, full of a brilliant birdbrain’s hilarious adventures! The mysteries solved 
by the hero are, almost, true (we collect and adapt them from actual police stories) but, of 
course, never solved by a child! 

• Children learn to love books in a funny way, and they discover that if someone is persistent 
and tries hard, even sometimes in the wrong way, can achieve anything.

• George Konstantinidis is a writer and a musician. Sotiris Mitrousis is a professional graphic 
designer and an... amateur cartoonist. Their books are truly inspired by children’s stories 
and are bestsellers in Greece.

• A series of 7 books, full of real, hilarious kids’ adventures!
• Kids who are not crazy about reading… get crazy about the UFO! The illustrations are fun 

and clever, and the texts full of joy!

ISBN 978-618-02-0983-9 ISBN 978-618-02-1393-5

ISBN 978-618-02-1066-8 ISBN 978-618-02-1394-2

ISBN 978-618-02-0984-6 ISBN 978-618-02-1467-3

ISBN 978-618-02-1067-5 ISBN 978-618-02-1878-7

ISBN 978-618-02-0985-3 ISBN 978-618-02-1468-0

ISBN 978-618-02-1116-0 ISBN 978-618-02-2408-5ISBN 978-618-02-1179-5

ISBN 978-618-02-0986-0 ISBN 978-618-02-1553-3

Creators: George Konstantinidis & Sotiris Mitrousis

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 7-12

Format: Soft Cover  |  Pages: 96  |  Size: 16 × 140 × 205 mm

Creators: George Konstantinidis, Sotiris Mitrousis

Category: Children’s Illustrated Book  |  Target Age: 7-12

Format: Soft Cover  |  Size: 16 × 140 × 205 mm

12 titles available 7 titles available




